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Introduction
This production log will document the process and production in which 
was involved for providing Leander Swimming Club with their final assets. 
This production log focuses on my own contribution to the project over 
the 12 weeks of production progress.

This project involved constant communication with Adrian Hickey, Claire 
Mulrone and Helen Lunny, the community partner from Leander Swimming 
Club.

Throughout this project, me and my team used both Basecamp and 
Facebook Messenger as communication means. Facebook Messenger was 
mainly our main form of communication in which we would all communicate 
the rolls and tasks that we would be undertaking.

This project has helped me to further develop my skills that I have learned 
whilst studying Interactive Media at Ulster University.
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Meet the Team
Within the Leander Swimming Club team, I took on more of a leadership role as I became the 
main communicator with the community partner Helen Lunny. We would communicate via email 
about updates on our work, any changes that needed to be made and items that needed to be 
followed up on. 
      
I was also helping with the creative direction; I would always give constructive feedback to Niall 
about the Brief and the video that he was editing. I felt it was important to give my input as my 
ideas for the video were featured on the storyboard. 

As for being a social media designer, I wanted to design Helen a simple but instructive social 
media guide to using basic social media, such as uploading stories, reels and posts to Leander’s 
main social media channels. 

Aoife Gallagher
- Lead Communicator
- Social Media Designer
- Creative Direction

Niall McKeown
- Lead Video Editor
- Lead Production 

Designer

Adam Johnston
- Lead Graphic Designer
- Lead Social Media Designer
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Project Specification
As shown, this is the original specification that 
we were shown before we had chosen a task for 
Project Social. 

Before choosing any tasks, me and Niall had a 
conversation about which task we felt would 
put our skills to the best use. We both decided 
on Leander Swimming Club, as both of us felt 
like this was the best project to put our skills 
to good use. 

The orginal objective of this project was to provide Leander Swimming Club with a video to 
celebrate their 60th anniversary. Leander Swimming Club also wanted a new logo, social media 
templates so that they could publicise the celebration of their club on social media.

In Week 4, we then had our 
first meeting with Helen 
via Teams to discuss what 
she wanted us to include in 
our brief. 

Meeting Helen gave us a 
great insight into what she 
needed from us, and it was 
great for us to hear from 
a reliable firsthand source 
about Leander Swimming 
Club.
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Initial Meeting
During the initial meeting with Helen, we all took our own notes about what Leander Swimming 
Club wanted. We also came up with questions that we wanted to pose to Helen about what 
type of work that Leander Swimming Club wanted us to produce. Additionally, we wanted to gain 
insight into the type of club that Leander Swimming Club was too.

1. How would you describe Leander Swimming Club, what are your main club values?

2. Who are your target audience, are they club members, is it community based?

3. Is this project mainly for a celebration of the clubs achievements or to advertise the club?

4. Do you have any archival footage that we would be able to use for documenting the clubs 
achievements?

5. What graphics would you like for your club? Would you like a new stylised logo, would it 
include the lion and colours of green red and white? Would it include a new typeface too?

6.What do you have in mind for the gif logo? Would you like it to be animated, an updated 
version of your existing logo?

7. What photography would you like us to take, celebrations, facilities being used?, club 
members? Will this be used for social media too?

8. What type of social media templates would you like? Instagram, Facebook, X (Twitter), 
TikTok. Give you a brand guidelines to stick with like font, colours etc.

9. Who would you like us to interview for your club videos? Will this be at the clubs swimming 
pools or somewhere else?

10. Any events that you recommend us to attend for filming purposes?

11. When would you want this project finalised? When is the celebration?

12. For the video what would you like the message to convey to your target audience, will it 
be a family based video?

13. Would we have access to any trophies or anything of value related to the club for filming 
purposes.

14. Would you like any motion graphic pieces for the club?
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From these questions, and notes below, it was clear to see that Leander Swimming Club wanted 
a brand refresh, social media guidelines, schedule, and templates. They also expressed interest in 
having a 60th anniversary logo for their brand merchandise, as well as a video to commemorate 
their 60th anniversary.

Also during our meeting, we had discussed with Helen about conducting interviews, gathering 
video footage and also photography of Leander Swimming Club. Unfortunately due to Belfast 
City Council rules, we were unable to do so.
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Please see the excerpt from document below for the rules outlining photography and 
videography under the Belfast City Council:
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Brief Development
Together me and my team developed our brief for Leander. This was so we could highlight a few 
examples of best practice for our benchmarking process for Leander.

Aside from benchmarking, our brief also covered:
- The community partner
- The project/aims
- Target Audience
- The Deliverables
- Tone, message & style
- Budget
- Time Frame 
- Meet the Team

The brief was written by all of us within a 
collaborative word document, where we all 
assigned ourselves different roles. I wrote 
the areas about the projects/aims, the 
benchmarking process & also meet the team. 
The Brief was then designed by the whole 
team.

Benchmarking
For our benchmarking process, it was important that we looked at other competitive swimming 
clubs that had social media accounts and use of graphics, photography, and video within their 
accounts. We all chose clubs each to benchmark with and sent this through to Basecamp. I did 
my benchmarking on Alto Swim Club and Swilly Seals A.S.C. 
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After gathering all of our results, we then designed the benchmarking table, as seen below. We 
then narrowed down our findings for the brief to one team each, so that we were left with three 
teams to present our benchmarking on.
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Our Findings
The similar organisations that we compared to Leander Swimming Club were Cookstown 
Swimming Club, Melbourne Swimming Club and Stockport Swimming Club. Through this we 
found out that Leander needed more consistency with their social media posts and in how they 
maintain their brand identity. We also discovered that Leander, needed more consistent video 
content that would help draw in potential new swimmers to their club, as they wanted to be 
branded as a more competitive club. What we took from this process is that we should focus on 
giving Leander strong social media guidelines that can be used on all social media platforms and 
video content that presents them in a professional and family oriented light.

The Brief
After making final changes to our brief document. I then emailed Helen Lunny, the community 
partner for Leander Swimming Club and we then quickly got our brief approved so that we could 
move onto the development of the pitch.
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Designs - The Pitch
For my designs, I found it hard to begin designing a logo. It was Niall who designed a lion logo in 
Adobe Illustrator, so I based my logos on that. Leander had made it clear that they wanted to 
stick to the same colour palette. With this in mind, I wanted to brighten up their colour palette 
and also potentially incorporate a new colour into their brand that was neutral. I made three 
versions of this logo, each with their own different font and colour.

Version 1:

Version 2:

Version 3:

Original:

I presented these designs within the pitch. 
Unfortunately, Helen explained that Leander did 
not want a complete rehaul of their logo. She did 
express enthusiasm over the new colour scheme 
and commented that the children would love the 
red. Again, though the red was too much for the 
design.
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Storyboard - The Pitch
For the storyboard, I wanted to produce a montage video for Leander that would celebrate their 
history and achievements over the 60 years. This included a small delve into Leander’s founders, 
their achievements over the years, (the Olympics, commonwealth games etc.) The community 
and family bond that their community holds and of course, the celebrations of the club such 
as winning events. The end credits with the new logo would roll saying ‘Celebrating 60 years of 
Leander.’ Helen loved my facts for facts ideas when I pitched the storyboard.

Leander Swim Club
Celebrates their 60th 

anniversary

A small delve into Leander’s 
founders.

Their achievements over the 
years.

The celebrations of the club.

Their community and family 
bond.

End credits, featuring logo. 
(Celebrating 60 years of 

Leander.)
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Merchandise Mockups
For the merchandise, I wanted to include what Leander’s potential new logo could look like on 
merchandise. The mockup includes, a towel, water bottle, hoodie and a t-shirt. The mockups 
include each variation of the logos which include different fonts. The mockups are related to 
merchandise that members of the club might buy.
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Device Mockups
For the device mockups, I wanted to incorporate Leander’s potential new logos. I also wanted to 
explain to Helen that posting more competitive action shot photos might be a way to further 
advance Leander’s social media presence. Of course, we were not able to take the photos due to 
Belfast Council’s rules. These mockups were to give me a chance to better explain the plan for 
Leander’s social media.

Within the pitch, using these graphics, I explained to Helen about Leander’s need for a stronger 
social media presence. If they wanted to appear more competitive they would have to change 
the type of content that they were posting. I suggested that Leander needed a set of social 
media guidelines, due to Helen expressing concerns over not knowing how to do certain tasks 
within the social media platforms, such as, not being able to upload reels or stories. It became 
clear that she needed some guidence into Instagram, Facebook & X (Formally Twitter).

I also suggested to Helen, that along with a video to celebrate Leander’s history, that a few 
Instagram reels to post would be a nice way to also celebrate their 60th anniversary. I also 
explained that both Instagram and Facebook support reels so that she would be able to cover a 
wide audience who would be able to view the video. During the pitch she liked this idea.
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Pitch Outcomes
The pitch went very well, and Helen was very pleased with the results. The outcome was that 
Helen wanted to use Adam’s new logo in general and for the merchandise. Helen also expressed 
great interest in using my facts for facts idea that I brought up within the pitch to celebrate 
Leander’s success throughout the years and Niall’s idea of a montage for the video. Helen asked 
that social media guidelines be made that include advice on how to use the app and for a social 
media schedule too.

These were Claire’s notes taken from the Pitch that she had uploaded to our Basecamp. As you 
can see, all our goals for Leander that were mentioned in the pitch are here on Basecamp for us 
to see.
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Final Pitch Outcomes
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Storyboard
In the creation of the storyboard, Niall was the main driving force behind it. For the storyboard 
draft, I collaborated with Niall and helped with the development of the storyboard whilst he 
designed it. I gave creative feedback and helped pick out photos for the storyboard that should 
be used in the video, along with the taglines. Adrian gave us constructive feedback in class not 
to make the video like a PowerPoint presentation, at this point I had began working on the Social 
Media guidelines for Helen, so Niall took full control over the creative direction for the video, but 
always communicated with me about the video and what direction it was going in, he would ask 
for my opinion and advice on whether or not the storyboard was going well and if anything else 
needed added. Below is the first draft of the storyboard which I helped work on.
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Social Media 
Guidelines
For the social media guidelines, it was important to create aa document that was simple enough 
for a beginner to understand. This guide covers basic functions, such as how to upload posts, 
reels, and videos. I have explained all the shortcuts of how to upload onto the different social 
media platforms. I made this document on InDesign and then combined Adam’s social media 
planner onto the end of the document. 
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Reels
In the pitch Helen mentioned that she would like to have a few reels made, that were to be 
posted onto Leander’s social media platforms. I took charge of doing this project and made them 
within Adobe Premiere Pro. At the same time as making the reels, I was also helping Niall with the 
main video and helping decide what images should be used. I was emailing Helen back and forth 
to secure extra photos of key Leander members, the dates of the events and what the names 
of the members were. Since this was at the late stages of the project, Niall couldn’t include all 
of the photos within the video, so I took them and made them into little throwback reels for 
Leander, as I noticed on their Facebook page that they like to show off little throwbacks for the 
club.

 I used the gif of the updated  
logo that Niall made to open 
both sequences of the two 

reels.

I then used the photos that 
Niall was unable to include in 
the main video. I used cross 

dissolve to transition between 
photos.
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As shown below, emails between Helen and I reguarding extra photos, key dates and names of all 
the swimmers featured within the photographs. This was one of the minor challenges that we 
faced, emailing to gather extra information and extra material that could be used within the main 
video and the reels. 
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Final Feedback
Before submitting any work to Basecamp, we first thought it was best to get final feedback from 
Helen about our work. I sent an email to Helen, with all our work within the folder. Helen mainly 
focused on the main video and the changes to be made to it. She mentioned nothing so far 
about me or Adam’s work. Below are the emails that were sent and recieved.
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As you can see, Helen did not comment on Adam or I’s work, but instead provided feedback and 
photos for the main video.

After sending the initial email about final feedback and receiving feedback on just the main video. 
Niall and I composed an email and sent it to Helen about the changes made in the main video. 
This is when we began to experience a lack of response from Helen, we understand that outside 
of Leander that she has a very busy work schedule. Considering this, we consulted Claire, and she 
sent an email through on our behalf.
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Thankfully, after Claire followed up on our behalf, Helen emailed us back with some final changes 
relatively quickly. We then recieved final feedback for all of our work.
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After receiving one last email about changes for the final video. Helen sent through her final 
feedback to Claire. I believe that her final feedback did not cover all the work that was done. 
However, it was great to finally receive feedback from Helen on behalf of Leander Swim Club. 
Below is the emails detailing two instances of feedback.

Finally, after recieving the final feedback, we were able to upload all of our work onto Basecamp. It 
was great to get this amount of praise from Helen on behalf of Leander Swimming Club.
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Final Deliverables:
Updated Logo
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Social Media Assets
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Merchandise
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Clockify:
Clockify was the main way that I tracked the hours that I spread out all of my work for Leander. 
Below shows the time I tracked for my work:
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Reflection
Working with a team:

It was my first time working in a team with Adam, whereas me and Niall have worked within a 
team before. Communication from all three members was great and I feel like we all worked and 
supported each other quite well. We were all very enthusiastic about working for Leander Swim 
Club. We all had a great mix of skills that we each brought to this module, and I feel as if we all 
applied them to the best of our abilities.

Working with a client:

I found working with Helen was pleasant. She responded to my emails in a fast manner and was 
a great client to work with and very understanding of our time constraints. It was great to 
be working with a real-life client again since placement. Helen provided us with very insightful 
feedback and was a very helpful person to aks questions about Leander to. She also was a very 
keen client who supported us at every step that she possibly could of.

Conclusion:

In conclusion, working on this project was an enjoyable experience and I learnt quite a lot about 
myself. I feel as though my creative and design skills began to flourish more and I gained a bit of 
confidence in that area that I always struggled in. I also gained more experience in the world of 
professional work, deadlines and working with clients.
I found working with a team to be very enjoyable, it was great to have weekly deadlines and 
be working for a real-life client! My only issue is that I wish I had been less hesitant and more 
confident within my work, as I found myself taking a more helping role when it came to the video 
and storyboard, as I mainly gave advice and creative direction for Niall. In hindsight I would have 
taken on a more leading role when it comes to editing, as during my placement I was frequently 
editing videos, I was however pleased that I was able to improve on my designing skills whenever 
it came to making the Social Media Guidelines. I was also very happy with taking on a more 
leadership role whenever it came to communicating with the client. This experience has been 
very eye opening for me!
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